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Summary

Objectives: To provide an overview of the benefits of clinical data collected as a by-product of the care process, the potential problems with large aggregations of these data, the policy frameworks that have been formulated, and the major challenges in the coming years.

Methods: This report summarizes some of the major observations from AMIA and IMIA conferences held on this admittedly broad topic from 2006 through 2013. This report also includes many unsupported opinions of the author.

Results: The benefits of aggregating larger and larger sets of routinely collected clinical data are well documented and of great societal benefit. These large data sets will probably never answer all possible clinical questions for methodological reasons. Non-traditional sources of health data that are patient-sources will pose new data science challenges.

Conclusions: If we ever hope to have tools that can rapidly provide evidence for daily practice of medicine we need a science of health data perhaps modeled after the science of astronomy.
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As a byproduct of a patient’s care, vast quantities of information are stored in electronic databases. The primary reason for collecting this information is to support the care of the patient during an encounter or subsequent encounters. For the purpose of this review, all other uses of a particular patient’s data not for that patient’s care will be considered reuse. The reuse of patient data for quality assurance and clinical research is not new, but in the context of “big data”, has new importance both for the prospect of refining the “evidence” that we base medical decisions upon as well as the potential for gaining new insights in the era of personalized medicine. This review will highlight some of the benefits of reuse, the potential problems with large clinical databases, the policy frameworks that have been formulated, and the major challenges in the coming years.

The volume and availability of health data has increased primarily for two reasons—the mandated adoption of data exchange standards and the variety of types and sources of data. The stimulus to adopt information technology in healthcare is driven by the belief that it can help control costs as well as improve the safety of care. Demonstrating the improvement in the quality or safety of care is much easier than proving that health information technology saves money. For instance, while automation in the clinical laboratories has improved efficiency, in our hospital we have re-purposed personnel to perform other tasks. In the United States, these drivers are embodied in the HITECH act of 2009 that provides incentives for hospitals and physicians to adopt electronic health records (EHRs) that are interoperable. The trends are similar worldwide.

In three decades (1983 to 2013), the data storage needs of our hospital has increased by about six orders of magnitude—from two gigabytes to approximately two petabytes of data. Although our hospital has merged with another hospital and our EHR now captures all clinical notes in every of the 70 specialty clinics, the increase is largely due to the storage of images. In addition to the character-based data in EHRs and the largely unstructured data of images, we routinely collect vast quantities of data from medical devices in our intensive care units and at patient bedsides. The storage of genomic data still remains an active source of discussion because some have argued we will only need to store variations that are relatively rare in the three billion base-pairs in each patient’s DNA, while others argued the full genome should be stored for each patient. Nevertheless, storage of data is not the issue, but rather what should we do with all the data we can now collect?

The dream of those who advocate for the practice of evidence-based medicine [1] is that quality evidence exists to guide clinicians through the clinical conundrums they routinely face—which test to order; how to interpret the test results and what therapy to try? Ideally we would like to find this evidence within the results of a randomized controlled trial (RCT), but we know that RCTs are expensive and cover only a small fraction of clinical situations. Moreover, inclusion and exclusion criteria mean that rarely is the evidence generated by RCTs strictly about patients like my patient [2].

Will humongous (really, really large) databases of routinely collected clinical data from EHRs be an acceptable alternative to find evidence upon which we can base the practice of medicine [3, 4]? Certainly, we need these large data stores to analyze the care of patients with rare conditions. As new pharmaceuticals are brought to market, we need good surveillance to detect adverse
effects not detected in clinical trials. Again providing motivation to aggregate routinely collected clinical data beyond the regional domain to national and international contexts.

The benefits of reusing clinical information have been well documented in the clinical literature for decades [5-7]. Cohort analysis has been used to determine risk for readmission to the hospital within 30 days from discharge [8]; predict death and length of stay based upon abnormal laboratory values [9]; describe populations of patients [10, 11]; assist in infection control [12-18]; and discover pharmaco-epidemiological relationships [19, 20].

Clinical information systems, however, are not structured to support ad hoc queries, but rather the retrieval of an individual patient’s information. Information from EHRs needed to be aggregated into clinical data repositories [21-24], registries [5, 6] and data warehouses to support clinical investigation. New tools were also developed to assist clinicians with the task of query [21, 25-30]. Tools such as i2b2 (Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside) provide an open source infrastructure for aggregating clinical data from multiple sources with graphical tools supporting advanced query and are increasingly used in the international community.

Clinical registries are usually well structured; meaning the sites contributing data use standardized forms and controlled vocabularies. Sites that contribute to a registry have executed data sharing agreements and usually trust the host organizer. While the data within a registry lag behind real-time, researchers have produced a plethora of scientific results. In the case of the registry called ARAMIS (the Arthritis, Rheumatism, and Aging Medical Information System -- previously called the American Rheumatological Association Medical Information System), investigators have published more than 800 articles [31].

In contrast to registries, aggregations of clinical data from EHRs such as the General Practice Research Database (GPRD) [11] in the United Kingdom are less well structured, but are close to real-time. Clinical data are messy and often incomplete or at least irregular. Clinical data are always collected for a purpose and at a cost. Hence, there is inherent bias within routinely collected data. Moreover, the data density across patients is not regular; data are missing. Clinicians choose when to order tests so not every similar patient will have a particular test at a particular time. Clinicians also introduce bias when they select treatments without providing the reason for selection. When data are aggregated from more than one clinical setting, the meaning of data may not be consistent. For instance, if a cardiologist records chest pain on a problem list he might mean something different from a gastroenterologist who has recorded the same problem for a different patient. When data are aggregated, the context of how and why the data were collected may not be transmitted. Lastly, in contrast to registries, clinical data repositories often have more process-related data rather than true outcome data. Because of these inherent biases and limitations, researchers must be cautious when conducting analyses of routinely collected clinical data.

Because real-time aggregation of clinical data presents challenges, some have criticized the analysis of humongous clinical databases as flawed and not reproducible [32]. For instance, many consider a p-value less than 0.05 significant. If a researcher conducts 20 random comparisons, on average, one comparison will reach statistical significance. Imagine instructing a computer program to make millions of comparisons across a database with millions of patient records. Some discovered relationships might be important, but unless other scientists can analyze the same data set to validate the results, the discovered results will not be reproducible. If the database updates itself nightly, even the original researchers might have trouble reproducing their results a year later!

But statistics and data integrity and data consistency are not the greatest challenges facing those wishing to aggregate ever larger sets of patient data across institutions, regions, and nations. As many have said, “culture trumps everything” and many of our citizens do not want to trust large organizations with their personal data. Every day in the news we learn of some data breach or worse governmental misuse of our personal data. The American Medical Informatics Association [33, 34] and the International Medical Informatics Association [35, 36] have convened experts from academia, industry and governments to build a framework for trusted stewardship for the reuse of health data. Experts are in broad agreement that sharing clinical data for public health and scientific research should be facilitated by national and transnational policies. Moreover, they agree that the lack of a policy framework risks the safety and health of our citizens [35]. However, the sale of health data remains an unresolved policy issue [33, 36]. Many health organizations are creating sizable clinical data repositories to realize internal value. These same organizations speculate that their data might have value to others who are willing to pay for access. Some health information technology companies even offer a service to broker access to the data of their customers. Technically this could be greatly facilitated by cloud-based EHRs because the data are already centralized, and organizations already have an element of trust with the provider of the cloud-based solutions. While academics and governmental officials often condemn the commercial reuse of routinely collected clinical data, the practice is widespread with governments (at least in the United States) being the largest purchasers of clinical data. Today, fragmented or non-existent national and international policies do not support international aggregation or querying of routinely collected clinical information.

If the technical, scientific and political issues surrounding the reuse of routinely collected clinical data were not daunting enough, the very meaning of clinical data is evolving. Of course, each individual has 3 billion base pairs in their DNA and the availability and use of this genomic information is just beginning. Some have speculated that the human microbiome will prove to be an important predictor of health and wellbeing. But new person-contributed data might also be incorporated into the evolution of the EHR. Sensors in the home and on a person can already generate vast quantities of clinical data. A single continuous glucose monitor can sample interstitial glucose one a minute or over 30,000 times a month! While home-based devices like the continuous glucose monitor have an
analogy to the medical devices already in hospital, if every diabetic patient in the United States (25 million) or the world (an estimated 350 million) had such a device, who would look at all this data? Consumers can already report symptoms and side effects of medications on public websites. Soon, this will be part of personal health records and linked if appropriate to EHRs. Thus, new sources of data direct from the healthcare consumer will at least equal if not overwhelm the data we now are aggregating in clinical data repositories.

Clem McDonald once described our challenge of using routinely collected clinical data as analogous to the problems astronomers are facing [3]. The rationale for overcoming the barriers inherent with clinical data seems compelling. In the era of personalized medicine, chronic diseases such as cancer will be re-categorized as multiple rare diseases so that ever-larger datasets will be needed to understand their diversity. Moreover, if we ever hope to develop a “learning health care system” that can rapidly develop evidence for daily practice [37] we need a science of health astronomy and a Hubble telescope for health.
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